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CENTERPIECE FROM THE HON COMPANY
BRINGS SOPHISTICATED DESIGN AND HIGH QUALITY TO WORK SPACES
NEW VENEER COLLECTION MAKES A STATEMENT WITH A RANGE OF
DESK CONFIGURATIONS AND STORAGE SOLUTIONS
(MUSCATINE, IA – December 12, 2016) – It’s no secret that today’s office spaces are as much
about showcasing style as they are about delivering functionality. Centerpiece, The HON
Company’s new veneer collection of office suite essentials, proves that attractive can also be
productive.
“Centerpiece is a collection that makes a statement,” said Brian Trego, Vice President, Product
Development and Marketing at The HON Company. “We know the desk is an essential space
for work and for storage, but it’s also integral for office interior design. Centerpiece recognizes
and reinforces the combination of beauty and functionality when it comes to desk, table and
storage solutions.”

Centerpiece gives designers the freedom to create office solutions that support any type of
work, including sit-to-stand.


Available in a variety of finishes that let private offices reflect personal style.



Rich, hand-selected veneers showcase stunning hardwood to create depth, warmth and
beauty that lasts.



Distinctive glass doors and satin finish handles add color and texture.

With an unwavering attention to detail, Centerpiece reflects a taste for the finer things. Whether
used in private offices, dedicated or shared meeting spaces, the upscale design and hardwood
veneer match the surrounding solutions to create a consistent look and feel.

Since 1944, The HON Company has been committed to helping professionals get work done.
With a belief that success is a result of bold ideas and flawless execution, HON’s award-winning
designers and forward-thinking engineers obsess over the details so every product is designed
with passion and purpose.

About The HON Company
Since 1944 The HON Company has delivered inspired practicality to the workplace. By
obsessing over tiny details and emphasizing timeless over trendy, HON designs and
manufactures workplace furniture including chairs, tables, desks, workstations and storage.
Headquartered in Muscatine, Iowa, The HON Company has numerous manufacturing facilities
strategically located throughout the United States, and markets its products through a
nationwide network of loyal distribution partners. The HON Company is the largest operating
company of HNI Corporation, a leading global office furniture manufacturer (NYSE: HNI). For
more information, visit hon.com.

